
Summary 

Tanks 
1. Main Tank grab Shroud; Off Tank grab Barrier 
2. Tank the boss where he is standing 
3. Turn boss away from the raid. 
4. Tank with the barrier will use it for:  

Phase 1 - Epicenter if Shroud of Reverse is not ready; run to center  
Phase 2 - when the boss is almost done casting Draw Flame Between 
fire and boss (fire must not reach the boss);  
Phase 3 - for Arcane Velocity. 

5. Tank with Shroud will use it for:  
Phase 1 – Cast on tank before he is hit with lightning fist, then use 
lightning fist on boss when he cast Epicenter. Phase 2 and 3 continue to 
use on other attacks i.e. Spirit Bolt. 

 

Healers & DPS  
1. Range and heals start off stacked in left / middle 
2. Don’t stand in stuff  

Phase One 
3. Run out on missed Epicenters  

Phase Two 
4. Ranged stay stacked on left side/middle & melee behind the boss 
5. If you have Wild Fire on you move to marker until it is gone. Stack 

back up 
6. Do not touch the fire. 

Phase Three 
7. Ranged spread out to start. *don’t need to be too far from the boss. 
8. Stack on boss for Velocity then spread out right before he is done 

casting. Unless you have Arcane Resonance on you then stay away 
from the group until it is gone. 

 
Call outs needed: 

1. Phase 1 – Shield when Epicenter is not interrupted 
2. Phase 2 – When someone has wild fire on them 
3. Phase 3 – When to stack and spread out 

Time Warp during phase three 



Feng the Accursed Feng the Accursed is the second raid boss of the 

Mogu'shan Vaults raid instance. The encounter is divided into three phases, during 
which the boss uses a variety of different abilities. 

While the encounter is not a difficult one, it will place considerably strain on your 
healers, and it requires very good execution from the rest of your raid. 

 

Extra Tanks Abilites 

There are only two crystals, one for each of the two abilities, and each tank can only 
have one ability. 

We present the two abilities below. 

 Nullification Barrier creates a protective barrier, lasting up to 6 seconds. 
Anyone inside the barrier is protected from magic damage and debuffs. 1-
minute cooldown.  

 Shroud of Reversal buff that the tank can place on a raid member. This 
allows the tank to mimic the first spell cast against that ally, and to cast it back 
at the boss. 30-second cooldown. 

 

Constant Boss Attacks 

 Feng the Accursed regularly casts Spirit Bolt, dealing Shadow damage to 
random raid members.  

 Lightning Lash is a stacking debuff that Feng applies to the tank. It deals 
Nature damage every 2 seconds for 20 seconds. 

 Flaming Spear is a stacking debuff that Feng applies to the tank. It deals Fire 
damage every 2 seconds for 20 seconds. 

 Arcane Shock is a stacking debuff that Feng applies to the tank. It deals 
Arcane damage every 2 seconds for 20 seconds. 

These abilities all warrant a tank switch. We recommend that the off-tank taunts the 

boss when the current tank has 2 stacks of the debuff. Also, it seems that Shroud of 
Reversal can be successfully used to mimic these debuffs, and apply them to the boss. 

 

 

 

http://www.wowdb.com/spells/115817
http://www.wowdb.com/spells/115911
http://www.wowdb.com/spells/118530
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http://www.wowdb.com/spells/115911


 

Phase One Spirit of the Fist begins 5 seconds after the boss is engaged and ends at 
66% health. 

 Epicenter is an earthquake that lasts for 10 seconds and deals damage to all 
raid members every second. The damage of Epicenter is lower, the farther from 
the boss you are. Additionally, while Epicenter is being channeled, all players 
are debuffed with a 75% reduced chance to hit. Feng casts Epicenter once 
every 30 seconds. 
 

 Lightning Fists is a harmful spell, essentially a shockwave, that Feng 
regularly casts in front of him. Anyone in the path of the shockwave takes a 
large amount of Nature damage, and is stunned for a few seconds. 

Phase Two Spirit of the Spear begins at 66% health and ends at 33% heath. 

 Wildfire Spark is a debuff placed on a random raid member, which, after 5 
seconds, turns into a fire patch. The fire patch expands and moves along the 
floor of the room, dealing high Fire damage per second to anyone standing in it. 
 

 Draw Flame is an ability that Feng uses to absorb all the wildfire present in 
the room, stacking a buff on himself. The number of stacks of the buff is 
proportional to the amount of wildfire that he absorbs. The buff causes Feng's 
melee swings to deal a large amount of Fire damage to the entire raid. Each 
melee swing removes a stack of the buff.  You should use Nullification 
Barrier on Feng's final Draw Flame before he reaches 33% health. 
 

Phase Three Spirit of the Staff begins at 33% health and ends when the boss is   
dead.   

 Arcane Velocity raid-wide damage to all players. The farther players are 
from the boss, the more damage they take.  
 

 Arcane Resonance is a debuff placed on one random raid member. This 
debuff causes Arcane damage every second to that player and to all allies 
within 6 yards. The damage done to allies is increased for each player affected.  
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